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Highlights
Diverse species from across the animal
tree of life share an intuitive understand-
ing of countable quantities.

In vertebrates such as fishes, birds, and
mammals, the telencephalic pallium
emerges independently as a key brain
area for numerical representations. This
suggests that the pallium is an ideal
candidate brain region for number
representations in convergently evolved
brains.
Humans and other animals share a number sense’, an intuitive understanding of
countable quantities. Having evolved independent from one another for hundreds
of millions of years, the brains of these diverse species, including monkeys,
crows, zebrafishes, bees, and squids, differ radically. However, in all vertebrates
investigated, the pallium of the telencephalon has been implicated in number
processing. This suggests that properties of the telencephalon make it ideally
suited to host number representations that evolved by convergent evolution as
a result of common selection pressures. In addition, promising candidate regions
in the brains of invertebrates, such as insects, spiders, and cephalopods, can be
identified, opening the possibility of even deeper commonalities for number
sense.
The neural basis of the number sense
has not been studied in invertebrate
species so far, but promising candidate
regions in the brains of insects, spiders,
and cephalopods can be identified.

Number representations seem to have
evolved by convergent evolution as a
result of common selection pressures in
different vertebrate taxa.
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A Sense of Number Emerging from Phylogenetically Diverse Brains
Humans and nonhuman animals across the animal kingdom share an intuitive understanding of
countable quantities, or numerical quantity (see Glossary) (henceforth ‘number’) [1]. Distinct
zoological groups arising from a common ancestral bilaterian (Box 1) – from vertebrates like
fishes, birds, and mammals to invertebrates such as insects, spiders, and cephalopods – all
possess the ability to discriminate numerical quantity. Numerical quantity refers to the number of
elements in a set (‘numerosity’) and needs to be differentiated from a representation of continuous
quantity (Box 2). This ‘sense of number’ provides survival and reproductive advantages in
various animal taxa that can be traced through evolutionary history [2].

However, these diverse species have evolved in parallel and independent from one another for
hundreds of millions of years. As a consequence, the brains of these distantly related species
differ radically in their complexity, mechanisms, and organization. So, how is it that all of these
diverse brains can give rise to a similar sense of number?

One explanation would be that a sense of number was present already in the last common ancestors
of vertebrates, or even bilaterians. If this is true, it can be expected that all descendants share the
conserved brain structures from which numerical competence emerged. According to this
scenario, numerical competence would be a homologous trait that reaches back hundreds of
millions of years to the last common ancestor of the basal animal taxa.

Alternatively, a sense of number could have evolved independently in several lineages andwithout
a numerically competent common ancestor via convergent evolution. The brains supporting
numerical competence may have been shaped by similar selection pressures that diverse
animal populations faced in the struggle for survival. For instance, choosing the larger of two
dissimilar numbers of food items assures greater energy intake and possessing a numerical
advantage in social interactions could determine the outcome of potentially lethal fights across
and within species [3]. If diverse animals benefit from numerical competence, independent
brain changes endowing them with a sense of number would arise and be maintained in these
populations.
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Box 1. Phylogeny of Bilateral Animals: Protostomes and Deuterostomes

All advanced animals we see on the planet today are ‘bilaterians’; they have a bilaterally symmetrical bodywith a front and a
rear end. Around 600 million years ago, the large bilaterian trunk of the animal tree of life split into two major branches.

One branch constitutes the protostomes – animals that maintain the primordial mouth that forms early in ontogeny into the
adult stage. Protostomes evolved a central nervous system (nerve cord) on the ventral side of the body.

The other branch constitutes the deuterostomes – animals that do not maintain the primordial mouth formed early in
ontogeny but instead develop a new mouth opening to the gut system. The vertebrates (as members of the phylum
Chordata) belong to the deuterostomes. They have evolved a central nervous system (neural tube) on the dorsal side of
the body.

Some bilaterian taxa, such as the protostome arthropods and the deuterostome vertebrates, have evolved brains as
neuron concentrations at the anterior pole of the body, but not all have. This finding and different gene expression patterns
in diverse taxa suggest that the last common ancestor of bilateral animals, the hypothetical ‘urbilaterian’, most likely did not
possess a brain [136]. From this it is generally inferred that the brains of major bilateral taxamust have evolved independent
from one another (unless one maintains the unlikely scenario that brains that had already existed in common ancestors
vanished several times over in evolution). However, despite this parallel evolution of brains, the genes that become
expressed to build brains across phylogeny, as well as the neuronal circuitries seen in remotely related animal taxa, are
surprisingly similar. This points to evolution facing harsh constraints when reinventing brains over the course of evolution.
Evolution thus seems to resort to strikingly similar principles when building brains based on convergent evolution, including
brains for number processing.
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Glossary
Approximate number system:
cognitive/mental system that supports
the estimation of numerical quantity
without relying on language or symbols.
Bilaterians: advanced animals
(e.g., arthropods, mollusks, vertebrates)
that exhibit bilateral symmetry at least at
some point in their development and
share a bilaterian last common ancestor.
Cerebral cortex (‘neocortex’): neural
aggregate in the dorsal telencephalon
that comprises six layers of different
neuronal populations and their
associated fibers; found only in
mammals (and in a reduced form in
reptiles).
Continuous quantity: uncountable
and continuous quantity.
Convergent evolution: the process
through which phenotypically similar
traits evolve independently (i.e., not
from a common ancestor) in two
species.
Delayed match-to-sample task:
behavioral protocol in which a sample
stimulus needs to be matched to a
Independent evolutionary innovations often capitalize on pre-existing favorable properties that
originally served other functions before further modification [4]. This also applies to the brain, in
which specific areas appear more malleable in the development and support of elaborate
Box 2. Demonstrating Numerical Representations in Animals

Animal studies on numerical cognition differ widely with respect to the testing procedures, the stimuli, and the complexity of
numerical representations. These differences need to be consideredwhen evaluating claims of numerical competence [137].

In the wild and in untrained animals, mainly free-choice experiments are performed. Here, subjects spontaneously choose
between two alternatives (e.g., sets of food items) according to preference. A systematic preference of one choice over the
other indicates that sets can be discriminated. Because choice items need to be inherently relevant to the focal animals,
numerical quantity is usually confounded by continuous quantity. Moreover, the motivational status of wild animals
(whether they want to choose between quantities) is typically unknown in free-choice approaches. These studies can also
only probe simple abilities, such as relative numerosity judgments that only require ‘more than’ versus ‘less than’ decisions.
Therefore, spontaneous choice tests provide only suggestive evidence for numerical competence.

These problems are bypassed when training animals in a controlled environment. Here, performance can be tested in
motivated animals and with meticulously designed stimuli that control for non-numerical factors. Training studies can also
test more advanced numerical capabilities, such as flexible discrimination of precise numerosities and numerical processing
based on rules. Last but not least, they can be combined with brain research.

A notorious problem in numerical cognition is the control for non-numerical, continuous quantity. Without specific adjust-
ments, non-numerical quantity (e.g., the total area of items in an array, the presentation duration of items shown sequentially)
co-varies with changes in number, and animals could learn to respond to such factors. For instance, four bananas occupy
twice as much visual area as two and an animal may discriminate the total amount of yellow area rather than the number of
bananas. Control over non-numerical factors can be achieved only by equating such factors in computer-controlled stimuli
and/or using test protocols in which several co-varying magnitudes are shown in the same session and unbeknown to the
focal animal [55,61]. Representation based on the number of items can be ensured if the animal continues to discriminate
stimuli irrespective of the controlled appearance of the stimuli.

To demonstrate an abstract sense of number, animals are required to represent number across time (i.e., items presented
sequentially one-by-one) and space (items presented in arrays) and across sensory modalities (e.g., visual and auditory
items). Because of methodological constraints, this list of requirements cannot be fulfilled in a single experiment. However,
several studies with different combinations of controlled stimuli clearly show that at least some animal species, most
notably monkeys [66,138] and crows [42], discriminated specific numbers in a flexible way and irrespective of spatiotem-
poral changes and sensory modalities. This flexibility has not yet been demonstrated in fishes or bees, which usually are
trained to discriminate one specific numerosity from others or different numerosities based on a fixed rule.
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temporally delayed choice stimulus;
classic task to test discrimination and
working memory performance.
Deuterostomes: bilateral animals,
such as vertebrates, whose mouth
develops from a new and secondary
embryonic opening; sister group of the
protostomes.
Endothermy: ‘warm-blooded’ animals
that metabolically produce heat and
maintain a high, stable body
temperature.
Expectancy-violation protocol: tests
spontaneous stimulus discrimination.
Differences in behavior when the
outcome of a stimulus transformation
matches or violates a subject’s
supposed expectation are taken as
evidence of discriminability.
Habituation–dishabituation
protocol: test of the spontaneous
ability of a subject to discriminate two
stimuli. After habituation to a repeatedly
presented stimulus, a dishabituation
response to a novel stimulus signifies
discrimination by the subject between
the two stimuli.
Immediate early genes (IEGs): genes
that are activated transiently and rapidly
in response to stimuli. The products that
result from the activation regulate
neuronal function.
Numerical quantity: countable
quantity; the number of objects/events;
set size, cardinality, or numerosity.
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Pallium: Latin mantle; dorsal portion of
the telencephalon. The embryonic
vertebrate pallium is traditionally
subdivided mediolaterally into four
regions (medial, dorsal, lateral, and
ventral). Different parts of the pallium give
rise to the cerebral cortex (‘neocortex’) in
mammals and the pallial regions of the
avian endbrain.
Protostomes: bilateral animals, such
as arthropods and mollusks, whose
mouth develops from a primary
embryonic opening; sister group of the
deuterostomes.
Selection pressure: conditions that
cause a selection of traits over
generations that support survival and
reproduction.
Sense of number: intuitive
understanding of numerical quantity
(number of items).
Subpallium: ventral portion of the
telencephalon forming the basal ganglia.
Taxon (pl. ‘taxa’): a scientifically
classified and ranked group of life forms
(e.g., phylum, order, family).
Telencephalon, or endbrain: Greek
telos, end, egkephalos, brain; the most
anterior division of the vertebrate brain
comprising the pallium and the
subpallium.
Viviparity: live birth; development of the
embryo inside the body of the parent.
Weber–Fechner law: psychophysical
law of proportional magnitude
discrimination. It also states that the
subjective sensation of magnitudes
scales with the logarithm of objective
magnitude.
cognitive functioning than others. This review uses a comparative, evolutionary approach to
explore the anatomy and physiology of diverse vertebrate brains from which numerical capabili-
ties emerge. I argue that the anatomical and physiological properties of various parts of the
telencephalic pallium of vertebrates (members of the ‘deuterostomes’) were ideally suited to
independently give rise to a sense of number that was not yet present in the last common ances-
tor of vertebrates. Neural data for the even more distantly related invertebrates (more precisely,
‘protostomes’) are currently lacking, but promising high-level brain regions in arthropods
and cephalopods can be identified for future research into the phylogenetic roots of a sense
of number.

Number Sense Emerges from Pallial Endbrain Areas in Vertebrates
Fishes
The most basal but also extremely diverse group of aquatic vertebrates are the jawless
cyclostomes (hagfish, lampreys), the cartilaginous fishes (sharks, rays), and the bony fishes
(coelacanths, lungfishes, and ray-finned fishes). Ray-finned fishes, most of them belonging to
the teleosts, are extremely diverse and exhibit many evolutionary innovations, partly as a result
of several whole-genome duplications [5].

Some fishes have been reported to possess basic numerical skills in the visual domain, but these
reports all involve teleosts (henceforth ‘fishes’) [6–9]; by contrast, data on cyclostomes and
cartilaginous fishes are lacking. For instance, fish ‘go for more’ by picking the larger quantity
when presented with two quantities of hedonic stimuli (e.g., food items) in alternative choice
tasks. Fish discriminate larger numbers of items in an approximate fashion by showing more
precision for small as opposed to large sets, as expected for discriminations based on an
approximate number system.

Recent studies explored the neural correlates of number representations and these studies
have implicated the pallium of the fish telencephalon (Box 3). The pallium of fishes is relatively
underdeveloped in both size and differentiation [10] (Figure 1, Key Figure). In bony fishes
(teleosts), the pallium is generally subdivided into five parts: a medial (Dm), dorsal (Dd), central
(Dc), lateral (Dl), and posterior (Dp) subdivision [11,12]. Despite its relative simplicity, these subdi-
visions of the pallium and their homologies to regions in other vertebrate groups have not been
resolved and remain controversial, especially since the telencephala of bony fishes develop
through a unique process of outward folding [13].

Neurons that have specific responses to numbers have recently been identified in the zebrafish
pallium via histological methods [14]. The fish were behaviorally tested in a passive habituation–
dishabituation protocol with the stimuli comprising arrays containing different numbers of
dots. This paradigm builds on how repeated presentation of the same stimulus causes a reduction
in the activity of specific neurons responsive to that stimulus (habituation). After this process, a
sudden switch to a new stimulus will engage neurons sensitive to this new stimulus (dishabituation).
So, for example, the fish would be repeatedly presented with three-dot arrays (controlled for
continuous physical variables) during the habituation phase; after a while, the fish would suddenly
be presented with a nine-dot stimulus during the dishabituation phase. The changes in numbers in
the dishabituation phase can be associated with changes in neuronal activation that were identified
postmortem using the expression of immediate early genes (IEGs) as an activity marker. As a
key finding, IEG expression increased in the fishes’ pallium (and the thalamus) with changes in
numerosity [14]. Selectivity to shape and surface areas was largely absent, demonstrating that
the changes in activity were specifically related to changes in number. These numerosity activity
changes were specific to the central division (Dc) of the zebrafish pallium (Figure 1) [15]. Since
610 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, July 2021, Vol. 25, No. 7



Box 3. Evolution of the Vertebrate Telencephalon (Endbrain)

All vertebrates possess a brain with five principal divisions, with the telencephalon, or endbrain, at the most anterior pole.
The telencephalon comprises two parts: the pallium (Latinmantle) and the subpallium; the latter includes the striatum and
septum. The telencephalon is a vertebrate innovation and is often regarded as a crowning achievement of vertebrate brain
evolution [10]. Originally associated with the evolution of an expanded olfactory system in early vertebrates, the endbrain
began in evolution as a relatively small, simple, and undifferentiated brain part. This condition is still visible in fishes.With the
rise of the early tetrapods that conquered the land (amphibians), the telencephalon changed only a little.

However, dramatic changes and large expansions in endbrain organization accompanied the evolution of amniotes
(mammals and sauropsids; i.e., reptiles and birds). Independently over time, the endbrain, and the pallium in particular,
became the dominant and largest neural integration center in mammals and birds. The expanded pallium comprises four
parts: medial, dorsal, lateral, and ventral. The destinies of these pallial regions differ drastically between mammals and
birds: while the dorsal pallium expanded in the lineage leading to mammals, the ventral pallium expanded dramatically
in the lineage leading to modern birds.

Mammals transformed the dorsal pallium into a unique six-layered ‘neocortex’ that runs parallel to the brain surface as the
prime neural integration center from which advanced cognition emerges. The dorsal cortex in reptiles and birds instead
evolved into a simple, small dorsal cortex in reptiles and the so-called ‘Wulst’ (German for ‘bulge’) in birds. Both the reptilian
dorsal cortex and the avianWulst receive only unimodal sensory input from the thalamus [139]. The mammalian neocortex
is far more complex that the reptilian dorsal cortex. In addition, the neocortex is structurally rather dissimilar to the avian
Wulst.

Different from the situation in mammals, the ventral pallium became the dominating pallial structure in sauropsids, forming
a large, elongated ridge that protrudes into the ventricle and is therefore called ‘dorsal ventricular ridge’ (DVR). In birds, the
anterior DVR develops into a number of nuclear subdivisions termed the hyperpallium, entopallium, mesopallium,
nidopallium, and arcopallium, which comprise most of the avian telencephalon [140]. Aspects of these pallial regions in
birds assume the functions of associative neocortical regions in mammals. By contrast, the ventral pallium in mammals
develops into the claustro-amygdalar complex.

Both groups retained their medial pallium, which is the hippocampus in birds and mammals. Similarly, the lateral pallium
became the olfactory endbrain in these groups.
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different derivatives of the pallium are also involved in number representations in birds and
mammals (as I will show in the following), this finding indicates that the properties of the telen-
cephalon invite the realization of a sense of number.

With the rise of the amphibians (e.g., newts, frogs), early tetrapods conquered the land. When
discriminating sets in free choice tasks, amphibians tend to rely on continuous quantities [16].
Controlled numerical discriminations are observed for only very small numerosities in frogs
(one versus two) [17]. So, in the absence of training studies with controlled stimuli, differences
in continuous quantity best explain the rudimentary discrimination behavior of amphibians
(Box 2). Interestingly, neurons that constitute sensory filters and detect the number of acoustically
distinct call intervals have been described in the frog brains as potential precursors of number
neurons [18]. If and how abstract numerical quantity is represented in amphibian brains is
currently unknown, suggesting a phylogenetic discontinuity in numerical competence with the
advent of the first tetrapods.

Birds
Despite a parallel, independent evolution from a last common ancestor with mammals 320 million
years ago, birds join mammals in belonging to the most advanced classes of vertebrates. Numerical
competence in birds has been studied for almost a century [19]. Numerical skills have been demon-
strated (at least in the visual domain) in phylogenetically diverse orders of birds, such as pigeons
[20], parrots [21], chickens [22], and songbirds [23], suggesting that the number sense is broadly
distributed among modern birds. In the wild, birds use numerical information when reproducing
[24], foraging [25], and socially interacting [26]. When tested with stimuli closely controlled for non-
numerical cues, the birds’ behavioral discrimination precision is on a par with that of primates [27].
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, July 2021, Vol. 25, No. 7 611



Key Figure

Divergent Evolution of the Vertebrate Pallial Brain Areas for Number
Representations
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Figure 1. Bottom (left): Lateral view of early embryonic formation of the five brain vesicles with the telencephalon (two
hemispheres) at the anterior pole. Coronal sections through the telencephalon (at the level of the broken line) showing the
embryonic layout of the telencephalon representing the hypothetical ancestral vertebrate condition with the four pallia
regions forming the roof of the telencephalon. Middle (left to right): Coronal sections of the fish, corvid, and monkey brains
showing the number-representing pallial regions in each of the three vertebrate classes. While the pallial derivatives in the
fish pallium are speculative, the nidopallium [nidopallium caudolaterale (NCL)] originating from the ventral pallium
represents numbers in crows, whereas the cerebral cortex emerging from the dorsal pallium encodes numbers in

(Figure legend continued at the bottom of the next page.
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Birds show the signatures of the approximate number system when tested with a broad range of
numbers: discrimination performance is systematically enhanced when the two numbers are
more different (the ‘numerical distance effect’) and performance worsens with increasing magni-
tudes (the ‘numerical size effect’) [20,23]. Moreover, subjective sensation of number is proportional
to the logarithm of the objective stimulus magnitude [23], a relationship known as Fechner’s law [2].

Accompanying their advanced cognitive skills [28,29], birds have large brains relative to their
body size [30] and vastly increased numbers of neurons compared with brains of non-primate
mammals of equal volume [31]. In stark contrast to mammals, the evolution of avian brains is
accompanied by a massive expansion of the ventral telencephalic pallium, which became the
dominant neural integration center of avian brains (Box 3).

One of the prominent territories emerging from the ventral pallium is the nidopallium, an enigmatic
structure that evolvedmost distinctly in birds and that resists comparisonwith themammalian neo-
cortex (Figure 1) [32]. Within the nidopallium lies the high-level association area, the nidopallium
caudolaterale (NCL). The NCL is involved in many cognitive functions [29,33–37] and multimodal
processing [38] and has been identified as neural correlate of number representations. Neurons
selectively responsive to specific numbers (‘number neurons’) were found in the NCL of crows
(Corvus corone) trained to discriminate the quantity of visual items controlled for non-numerical
cues in delayed match-to-sample tasks [39–41]. Both the number of dots shown simulta-
neously in arrays and those sequentially presented are encoded [42]. The neurons’ bell-shaped
tuning curves show a peak firing rate at the neurons’ respective preferred quantities (Figure 2A).
The coding properties of number neurons can explain why the crows’ performance is imprecise
(numerical distance effect), why it loses precision with increasing quantities (numerical size effect),
and why it shows logarithmic scaling according to theWeber–Fechner law [39]. Corresponding
to the behavior, number neurons respond less when the crows err in the task compared with when
they perform accurately [39,42]. Number neurons in the NCL are also spontaneously present in
crows even without specific number training [43], a finding suggesting that the neuronal mecha-
nisms for number extraction are inherent to NCL circuits [44,45]. In contrast to NCL neurons,
neurons in the crow hippocampus are unresponsive to numbers [46]. This shows that number
neurons are anatomically confined and not found in all association areas of avian brains.

Birds descended from the original group of reptiles and, from a phylogenetic perspective,
are dinosaurs. They are therefore more closely related to recent reptiles (crocodiles, turtles,
lizards, and snakes), with which they form the ‘sauropsids’. The few available studies show that
(non-avian) reptiles predominantly use continuous quantity to spontaneously discriminate sets
[47,48]. Turtles spontaneously choosing between tomato slices of equal size discriminate
between one and four slices with a precision of 69%, but all other set size discriminations
(two versus four, two versus three, and three versus four) are close to chance (59% and
lower) [49]. Even with equal-size slices, the tortoises’ discrimination could have been based on
continuous physical variables that covary with numerosity (Box 2). These data in recent reptiles
together with findings in amphibians (from which the reptilian-like stem amniotes evolved) argue
that the last common ancestor of tetrapods and most likely vertebrates did not possess a sense
of number. Numerical competence seems to have emerged independently in bony fishes, birds,
and mammals.
monkeys (and mammals in general). Top (left to right): Lateral views of the brains of a zebrafish (representing fishes), a crow
(representing birds), and a rhesus macaque, a cat, and a human (representing mammals). Red spots depict key brain areas
for number representations in the respective species. Abbreviations: Dc, central subdivision; Dd, dorsal subdivision; Dl, lateral
subdivision; Dm, medial subdivision; Dp, posterior subdivision; Tel, telencephalon.
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Figure 2. Number-Selective Neurons in Vertebrate Brains. (A) Number neurons in the nidopallium caudolaterale of the crow (Corvus corone). Shown are the
normalized tuning functions averaged for neurons preferring the same numerosity (indicated by same color) [39]. (B) Number neurons in the intraparietal sulcus of the
rhesus macaque (Macaca mulatta) [62]. (C) Number neurons in the medial temporal lobe of the human [83].
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Mammals
In contrast to birds, a six-layered cerebral cortex (‘neocortex’) evolved from the dorsal pallium
as the highest integration center in mammals (Box 3) [10,50]. Particularly in the primate lineage,
expanded associative cortical territories – along with sensory input and motor output cortices –
give rise to complex cognition.

Numerical cognition has been found in several mammalian orders investigated, both in the wild
and in the laboratory. This includes rats (rodents) [51], whales and dolphins (cetaceans) [52],
hyenas (carnivores) [53], elephants (proboscideans) [54], and primates (e.g., monkeys, apes,
humans) [55–57]. As in birds, mammals represent nonsymbolic numbers via an approximate
number system that obeys the Weber–Fechner law [55,57].

Brain studies in carnivores, nonhuman primates, and humans have repeatedly implicated the
association areas of the cerebral cortex, in particular the parietal and frontal cortices, in number
processing (Figure 1). The first electrophysiological investigation of a neuronal correlate of number
representations was conducted in 1970 in anesthetized cats [58]. During passive presentation of
sequences of auditory or visual stimuli, a very small proportion of neurons in the feline posterior
association cortex (posterior part of the middle supra-sylvian gyrus) responded to the specific
numbers of items. More recently, functional imaging has revealed patchy quantity activations in
various cortical regions, including parietal areas, in awake dogs passively viewing dot arrays [59].

A rich set of neural data on number representations, in combination with numerical behavior,
exists for awake-behaving nonhuman primates (specifically macaques) [60]. A significant propor-
tion of number neurons tuned to the specific numbers of visual items (presented simultaneously
or in sequence) [61–65], multimodal visual–auditory events [66], or hand movements [67] were
recorded from the posterior parietal and frontal cortices. Even tuned responses to empty sets
as a precursor to the number zero were found [64,68]. As in crows, monkey number neurons
exist spontaneously without specific training in neocortical circuitries [69]. The number neurons’
activity is linked to the monkeys’ numerical skills [61–63,65,66,70]. Moreover, the tuning charac-
teristics of these number neurons show the signatures of the approximate number system
(Figure 2B) [60]. Far from representing only the perception of numerical categories, number
614 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, July 2021, Vol. 25, No. 7
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neurons are engaged in processing numerical information in agreement with conceptual decisions
during working memory periods [71–75].

The human neocortex has additionally elaborated and enlarged during evolution from an already
hypertrophied primate condition. Human-specific gene expression patterns drive the generation
of more neurons during ontogeny [76]. This increased growth is accompanied by various struc-
tural changes in the cerebral cortex [50], such as a relative enlargement of neocortical associative
areas in the parietal, temporal, and frontal lobes [77]. These enlarged association cortices could
enable uniquely human symbolic competence, including formal arithmetic and mathematical
skills.

In agreement with traditional findings that lesions in the frontal and posterior parietal cortices can
leave patients impaired in number processing (‘acalculic’) [78,79], many functional imaging
studies implicate the posterior parietal and frontal cortices in representing a variety of nonsymbolic
and symbolic numerical tasks in children and adults (reviewed in [80–82]). Additionally, number
neurons have been recorded in the hippocampal pallium of patients that show the same
characteristics as those in the cerebral cortex of nonhuman primates and the NCL of corvids
(Figure 2C) [83]. This finding of number neurons in the human hippocampus also highlights
an interesting discrepancy in number processing between primates and birds, because the
avian hippocampus does not contain number neurons [46].

Putative Neural Basis of Number Sense in Invertebrates (Protostomes)
In contrast to vertebrates, there has been a dearth of studies into the neural basis of the number
sense in invertebrate species so far. Although bees, spiders, and squids are all known to be able
to discriminate between sets, technical difficulties in establishing protocols with immobilized
invertebrates impeded neuroscientific explorations. In the following, promising candidate regions
for representation of numbers in the brains of insects, arachnids, and cephalopods for future
neuroscientific exploration are identified.

Insects and Spiders (Arthropods)
Arthropods (including insects and spiders) with an estimated 7 million species (compared with
roughly 70 000 vertebrate species [84]), are by far the largest andmost diverse phylum of animals
on the planet [85]. Using an expectancy-violation protocol, the spider-eating spider (Portia
africana) can represent the number of prey items that are visible only at the beginning and the
end of a chase [86]. When there is a number mismatch, the spider is more reluctant to approach
after the chase. This response is maintained even if prey size and arrangement are controlled for.
So, this provides evidence that spiders represent small numbers to guide their behaviors [87,88].

More direct evidence for number representation is reported from insects. Several controlled studies
in honey bees (Apis mellifera) trained to discriminate the quantity of landmarks [89,90] or visual
elements in controlled arrays revealed the workings of the approximate number system with
numerical distance and size effects similar to vertebrates [91–93]. Bees can even order numbers
according to rules and understand that the empty set is a quantity smaller than one [91,94].

The central nervous system of arthropods comprises a ventral nerve cord with linked ganglia
and a centralization in the head region reaching around the anterior digestive tract to form the
‘subesophageal zone’ and the ‘supra-esophageal zone’ [95]. In spiders, the centralization
in the head region is even more pronounced and called the ‘synganglion’ [96]. The supra-
esophageal zone is considered the brain in arthropods; it comprises (from anterior to posterior)
a protocerebrum, deutocerebrum, and tritocerebrum.
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Where might neurons representing numerical information reside in the brains of insects and
spiders? Arthropods possess a conspicuous integration center that crosses the midline of the
protocerebrum. This central structure is the ‘central complex’ in insects and the ‘arcuate body’
in spiders (Figure 3A). Despite major differences, these two structures may originate from a
common ancestral midline structure in arthropods [97] and act as high-order associative struc-
tures in arthropod brains [98,99]. Receiving highly processed visual input, particularly in spiders,
neurons in these areas are involved in visual object recognition and visual memory [100,101] and
could thus represent quantity categories [102]. Neuronal recordings in spiders show that the
arcuate body processes multimodal information and responds to high-level visual [103], auditory,
and tactile information [104]. In insects, the central complex constitutes a sensory-motor hub and
plays a role in orientation and navigation [105], action selection [106], and motor coordination
[107,108]. The central complex’s role in the temporal structure of movements could be exploited
to encode the number of successively presented items. Its motor functions could also support
the production of specific numbers of movements.

Possibly the most promising candidate regions for abstract and cross-modal number represen-
tations are the bilateral mushroom bodies in the protocerebrum of insects and spiders [102]
(Figure 3A). Although underexplored in spiders, the mushroom body of insects integrates highly
processed multimodal information [109] and constitutes the iconic associative learning and
memory center [109–111]. An insect-inspired neural network model suggested that a recurrent
short-term memory circuit could be potentially implemented in either the central complex or the
mushroom body to act as a counter of sequentially presented elements in insects [112]. Based
on gene expression patterns and circuit motifs, the mushroom body has been compared with
the mammalian pallium in structure and function, including the hippocampus, amygdala, and
Al

LoMe

Mushroom body
Central complex

OL

Vertical lobe

FL

(A) (B)

TrendsTrends inin CognitiveCognitive SciencesSciences

Figure 3. Candidate Structures for Number Representations in Arthropod and Molluskan Brains. (A) Schematic
drawing of a honeybee brain (Apis mellifera). The visual lobes (VL) comprise the lamina (La), the medulla (Me), and the lobula
(Lo) and receive visual inputs from the compound eyes. The antennal lobes (AL) receive the inputs from the olfactory neurons
of the antennae. The mushroom bodies and the central complex process multimodal information and participate in learning
and memory. (B) Cephalopod nervous system anatomy (Octopus). Two large optic lobes (OL) flank the supra- and
subesophageal masses that constitute the brain (colored). Abbreviation: FL, frontal lobe.
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Outstanding Questions
What are the minimum evolutionary
criteria in terms of connectivity and
physiology that a brain region must
fulfil to be suited as a potential site
for a sense of number? Solving this
question would also help to address
the emergence of general cognitive
processing abilities (i.e., intelligence)
across animal taxa.

What are the evolutionary origins of
number competence in advanced
vertebrates? The examination of a
greater variety of species, especially
from basal lineages, would allow
stronger inferences about the condition
in the hypothetical ancestral vertebrates.

Where is numerical information
represented in the brains of
protostomes? Transferring the
methodological took kit that has been
established for investigations of the fly
brain to the brains of numerically
competent bees would help to
understand the functional convergence
of neural structures and operation in
phylogenetically distinct animal lineages.

How is the representation of
numbers, a type of abstract
conceptual understanding, related to
the processing of other advanced
cognitive functions in the pallium?
prefrontal cortex [113,114]. Interestingly, all of these pallial regions are implicated in number
processing in humans [80,83]. In sum, the mushroom body would constitute an ideal candidate
for an abstract, cross-modal representation of numbers in arthropods.

Cephalopods (Mollusks)
Coleoid cephalopods, such as octopuses, cuttlefish, and squids (henceforth cephalopods), are
large-brained mollusks. Some studies suggest that they exhibit interesting cognitive attributes,
such as elaborate perception, skilled motor capabilities, and learning and memory [115,116]. A
single study tested number discrimination in cephalopods. Juvenile cuttlefish (Sepia pharaonis)
choosing between one to five live shrimps showed a preference for the larger numbers [117].
Studies with trained cephalopods and more controlled stimuli would help to better reveal their
number-crunching capabilities and contrast themwith continuous quantity discrimination (Box 2).

The cephalopods’ central nervous system, in terms of gene expression [118], brain network orga-
nization [119], and gross anatomy [120], is the most distinct compared with all other animal phyla
(including arthropods). The central nervous system is divided into three parts (Figure 3B): a central
lobe system (the brain) encompassing tens of brain lobes comprising the supra- and
subesophageal brain masses that surround the esophagus; large paired optic lobes that receive
visual information directly from the eyes’ photoreceptors; and massive ganglia and nerve cords
in the arms to independently control each of the arms. Their neuron count is unusually high; for
instance, the common octopus (Octopus vulgaris) possesses around 40 million neurons in the
central lobe system, 130 million neurons in the optic lobes, and roughly 300 million neurons in
peripheral centers such as the arms [121].

Of the many lobes in the brains of cephalopods, the vertical lobe (VL), is considered the highest
integration center (Figure 3B). The VL appears to not be involved in direct motor or sensory func-
tions [122,123]. Instead, lesions in the VL cause deficits in associative learning and long-term
memory related to prey capture and navigation [124,125]. The VL has therefore been suggested
to have a function similar to that of the insect mushroom bodies and the mammalian hippocampus
memory system [126], although its genealogy and circuitry differ vastly compared with these
structures. Due to its integrative and learning-related role, the VL would be a prime candidate
region to search for numerical representations in cephalopods.

Concluding Remarks and Future Directions
In all vertebrates studied so far, various aspects of the telencephalic pallium have emerged as key
brain areas for numerical representations. Neurons in the pallium of fish signal numerical changes
and number neurons in the massively expanded and independently evolved nidopallium of birds
and the pallial cerebral cortex (the ‘neocortex’) of mammals explicitly represent numerical quantities.

Although numerical representations capitalize on the telencephalic pallium, this does not neces-
sarily mean that the last common ancestor of vertebrates (or even sauropsids) possessed a
sense of number as an inherited trait (see Outstanding Questions). On the contrary, because
teleost fishes, birds, and mammals independently (and convergently) increased their relative
brain sizes during phylogeny, it is likely that they also underwent convergent evolution of multiple
behavioral traits. Such convergent evolutionary trajectories can be seen on many levels. For
instances, different types of viviparity evolved independently in diverse vertebrate taxa, as well
as endothermy in birds and mammals. The same is likely to be true for number representations.

A closer look at the pallium confirms major differences across taxa that argue for independent
evolution. Already within the same ancestral subdivision of the pallium, such as the dorsal pallium in
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reptiles andmammals, one-to-one homologies (in gene expression) between the two taxa are absent
for specific cell and layer types [127–129]. Adding to these differences, dissimilar pallial territories – the
dorsal pallium (neocortex) in mammals and the ventral pallium (containing the nidopallium) in birds –
represent the same functions (e.g., number processing, workingmemory, other cognitive functions).
Interestingly, the sensory aspects of the avian pallium, but not the higher-level association territories
such as the NCL, show a cortex-like organization with iteratively repeated canonical circuits
arranged into stacked, horizontal neural lamina and orthogonally located vertical columns [130].
However, these circuits (originating from the ventral pallium) in birds seem to engage entirely separate
classes of excitatory and inhibitory pallial neurons that have no counterpart in the mammalian
neocortex (dorsal pallium) [131]. These findings argue for a distinct and independent origin of
major pallial integration centers in birds and mammals as a clear signature of convergent evolution.

Irrespective of which territory evolves into the highest integration center (the ventral pallium in birds
versus the dorsal pallium in mammals), something about the circuit properties of the pallium invites
the representation of abstract categories and concepts [44,45]. Among the strategic benefits of the
pallium is its role as an intermediary between (thalamic) sensory input and (volitional) motor output.
This enables it to respond to perceived numerical information in an explicit and goal-directedway. It
also allows for the synthesis of information across sensory modalities. Because numbers are
abstract categories that operate beyond specific modalities (three sounds and three pictures are
both instances of the number three), numerical representations rely on such a merging of the
senses, which is found in associative pallial areas [66]. Pallial circuities enable recurrent processing
(cascades of feedforward and feedback projections between hierarchical processing levels) where
information re-enters previous processing units to exert top-down influences and activity can be
maintained in associative networks. Cognitive functioning – of which numerical processing is one
instantiation – relies on temporal buffering of information via reciprocal and reentrant connections
[132,133]. Finally, the pallium in different vertebrates exhibits conserved wiring motifs giving rise
to densely connected locally operating modules embedded in overarching processing modules.
Despite independent evolution, the avian and mammalian pallial connectomes are very similar
[134,135]. This is likely to enable equivalent processing dynamics required for number representa-
tions and other cognitive functions. Broad comparative analyses based on genetically identified cell
types as well as microcircuit analyses, ideally in behaving vertebrates, will help to resolve the struc-
tural and functional attributes that seem to have made the pallium an ideal candidate brain region
for number representations in convergently evolved brains.

In contrast to vertebrates, studies on the neural basis of the number sense are lacking in any
invertebrate species so far. By analyzing and synthesizing current molecular, structural, and
physiological knowledge about invertebrate brains, promising candidate regions in the brains of
insects, spiders, and cephalopods can be identified for future neuroscientific exploration.
Because physiological investigations in cephalopods are hampered by arduous methodological
challenges, insects – and bees in particular – might be the most promising candidate for a
neuroscientific exploration into the sense of number in any protostome. Transferring the methodo-
logical toolkit that has been established for flies, from genetic to imaging approaches, to bees may
open a new avenue to explore the evolutionary foundations of number representations. Of course,
such a transfer of methods from flies to bees will be challenging, but perhaps this would reveal
that the neural constituents of the number sense exploit even more fundamental similarities in the
brains of protostomes and deuterostomes.
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